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ABSTRACT-Photographer Booking app- Capture Momentsare available to photographers and users around the world. 

The Capture Moments app is easy to use, allowing customers to book professional photographers for a variety of events 

such as weddings, pre-weddings, baby shoots, maternity shoots, model shoots, product-launches, real estate 

photography, portrait photography and other events.Using the Capture Moments app, customers can search for 

professional photographers and their portfolios, including fees, skills, overall experience, equipment and other essential 

information. One of the features of this photography app solution is to connect photographers and clients from around 

the world. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Developing an online platform that connects photographers and clients. Booking system for professional photographers 

and photographic studios. Our app helps you find professional photographers for events and work and save time. Our 

scheduling software works on any mobile device, all you need is internet access.You can easily accept and manage 

your photo booking on the go. We offer you solutions to increase your customer base and make it easier to manage. 

The app encourages you to stay in touch with your clients and book repetitive photoshoots. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

1.The business is growing rapidly now. One of them is that the business of photography services is now in great 

demand from various circles including the field of wedding photo service business. Nowadays, most people do not 

want to miss marriage and want to capture the moment of marriage. Therefore, the wedding photo service is now in 

high demand from some circles. One of the photo services in Capture Moments App.With increasingly advanced 

technology, ordering can be done online, so an online booking application can be a solution and can be facilitated by 

both the customer or the owner of the wedding photo service. The purpose of this app is to facilitate customers to book 

online and pay for wedding photo services. The owner of the photography service can also manage customer bookings 

in this application. This app uses Android based smartphones that have almost all circles.  
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III. FLOWCHART 

 

 
 

 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

Photographer Booking App (Capture Moments), available to photographers and users around the world. Known as an 

app like booking for photographers, the Photographer Booking app (Capture Moments)Easy to use, allows customers to 

book professional photographers for a variety of events such as weddings, product launches, real estate photography, 

portrait photography and more. 

Using this Capture Moments app, customers can find their sections, packages, skills, overall experience, and other 

essential information, including professional photographers.In short, with a consumer app, a photographer's app, and a 

business website, it's an on-demand solution. One of the features of this photography app solution is to connect 

photographers and clients from all over the world. 
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Simple sign-up process 

The Customer Photographer app comes with a simple sign-up process to make it easy customers to sign up/login, fill in 

the required details and verify mobile numbers. Once the user has signed up for the app, he / she can log in using the 

email-id / mobile number and password. 

 

See all listed photographers 

Customer App for Photographer allows users to check out all the listed photographers in one place. Users can easily 

find all the listed photographers with information like total experience, work portfolio, previous customers, packages, 

equipment and other necessary information. 

 

Book photographer with one click 

The user's app comes with a one-click booking option, which allows customers to book a photographer with one click. 

After reviewing all the photographers and their work, the customer chooses one of themneeds experience. 

 

Search options 

For photographers, an app like Capture Moments app Offers search filters for all clients, allowing customers to find a 

photographer by ratings, skills, range and experience. 

 

Featured photographer 

This feature displays and highlights popular photographers with their ratings, categories, featured photographers, 

location and photographer's package details. 

 

Add to favorites 

We've integrated the 'Add to Favorites' feature in the Capturer Moments app , which allows users to add their favorite 

photographer to their favorites list and hire them in the future. 

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

 

              
                                   Fig.5.1. Capture Moments App                                    Fig.5.2.Login Page 
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Fig.5.3.login Details                 Fig.5.4.User Profile 

 

 

 

    
                                                     Fig.5.5.for Costomer                            Fig.5.6.Settings 
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Fig.5.7.View 

 

VI. RESULT 

 

Photographers and clients connected 

Developed for our photography app solution, Capture MomentsThe app has connected photographers and customers so 

far. With this online platform, customers can find the best and professional photographers in real time. 

One-stop solution for managing the entire photography business 

It doesn't matter what type of photography service the photographer provides; The photographer can manage the entire 

business on this personal photographer platform. The photographer can make bookings, earnings, work portfolios and 

other business related things. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

Using the Capture Moments App,Professional photographers and customers can get in touch and communicate prices, 

dates and other things to hire photographers. Whether users have an Android phone or not, these capture moments work 

seamlessly on both platforms. 
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